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What&apos;s worse than being pursued by the Four Horsemen?Discovering you&apos;re the

Fifth.Verity Jameson&apos;s day switches from mundane to disastrous when she runs down a

stranger with her car.Â Fortunately for Vee, she can&apos;t kill Death.Death, who just happens to

be one of the Four Horsemen, and he&apos;s looking for her.The Four Horsemen spend life

preventing the end of the world, not bringing on an apocalypse. As gatekeepers of the portals which

exist between the human world and other realms, the team fight to keep the portals closed and the

supernatural forces under control. Without their fifth member, the Four Horsemen are losing the

battle.Now they&apos;ve found Verity and what they tell her goes far beyond the conspiracy

theories Vee spends her free time investigating.A new life with four dark, sexy and dangerous men

fighting demons, vampires and fae?Â Not what Vee had planned, but a hell of a lot more interesting

than her boring job in tech support.So what happens when the unbreakable bond of the Five takes

control in a way none of them expected?Â *PLEASE BE AWAREÂ thatÂ this book isÂ written

inÂ BRITISH ENGLISH.Â ThisÂ means some spelling and grammar may appear incorrect to some

readers. The book has been professionally edited.*The Four Horsemen: Legacy is the first book in

an exciting new paranormal REVERSE HAREM series from USA Today bestselling author,

LJÂ Swallow.Â 
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LJ Swallow has created a fantastic start to a promising new series. It is filled with suspense and

kept me burning through the pages to find out what would happen next. The characters have a

connection like none other and the world she has created is intriguing, to say the least.Verity

Jameson's just a normal girl, living a normal life, or so she thought. She is somewhat of a

conspiracy theorist, searching for the truth as she works a mundane job. When one nearly fatal

event happens, it spins her entire life as she knows it. Not only is she now aware that Death is

coming for her, but it's a blessing and a curse that he finds her. He reveals that he is part of the four

Horsemen. To make matters worse, he tells her that she is the fifth Horseman. Together the band of

five will prevent an apocalypse, if they manage to keep the supernatural under control.I can't wait to

see what happens next in this story. I has the perfect amount of action, suspense and chemistry to

keep my interest. I am looking forward to seeing what LJ Swallow will have in store for Verity next

as she seeks the truth.

The plot had me excited to read this book but its very poory written. The intro is awkward and she

does not react in ways that made sense. It also paints a lot of other women as catty and cruel. the

writing has many errors and is really hard to get into. Also there wasnt a great transition from one

scene to the next. Overall this book isnt worth it.

Where to start on a book that not only has one hot male lead, but four!!!! Yes, that wasn't an error, it

really does have four hot men for our lovely leading lady Vee to contend with.So after that opening

point I guess I should really mention, this awesome story is part of a new (to me) genre called

Reverse Harem. And apparently it's all okay for a leading lady to have her choice of guys. She

doesn't even have to stick to one she can have two or three, or even four in the case of this story.

Now before you back away thinking 'Whoa mass orgy, not my thing' it's not like that!! Well, not in

this story anyway. Legacy is my first dip into Reverse Harem stories, and I was a little unsure what

was coming too, but it's not a 'have your cake, and eat it all at once' type story, more of a 'you can

have a bit of that one, then have a nibble on the other later'. Confusing? Yep. Hungry? Hmmm me

too. But to be honest it's really exciting, and very sexy of course. But more than anything, it's full of

page burning and turning chemistry. And I love that in a story!!So a little more on the actual story.



Legacy is part one in a series of novella length books. It's about Verity, who finds out quite quick,

that her life is not at all what she thought it was. She is actually the fifth horseman to the already

existing four. Hence the connection and chemistry between her and the four guys, they are all

connected, and it all makes perfect sense. I absolutely love anything supernatural, and this

incredible story touches on so many different aspects of the supernatural and mythical that it's full

on excitement and intrigue from page 1.The exciting twist on this story is that the Four Horsemen

aren't actually trying to bring about the apocalypse, they are actually working to ensure it never

comes about. And they are darn good at their job! ;) Throw in a lot of powers, and a huge mystery

starting to unravel and you have an incredible start to a new series, that not only steps but jumps

away from the norm. I can't rave enough about how exciting this story is, and with it being novella

length instalments, it's not long to wait until the next one comes out. Which makes me happy!

:DNow to decide who I like best, Evan...no Xander...no Joss....no Heath. Err maybe I'll hang fire on

choosing until the next part.

I loved that I haven't read a book like LJ's The Four Horsemen: Legacy before. I fell in love with the

reverse harem genre earlier this year and I was intrigued when I saw LJ post about her upcoming

RH serial. Who wouldn't want to read about 4 hot, sexy Horsemen?!I love how different the guys

are, how much action there was in this first episode/part, and how Verity is pretty realistic in the fact

that she doesn't handle all the news/shocking twists as well as a mythological being would. I loved

the different affinities the guys and Vee had, I hope we get to see more of that/get more info in the

future! Totally Team Ewan at the moment
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